EXCELENCIA ACADÉMICA Y HUMANA NOS DISTINGUEN DESDE 1968

COLEGIO DIEGO OLVERA ESTRADA
S E CU N D A R I A

Educando desde 1968

GRAMMAR BIANNUAL GUIDE
CLAVE: 22PES0017G

DATE:__________________________________register number: _______
NAME: __________________________________________________3rd grade
COMPLETE THE SENTENCES USING PRESENT PERFECT OR PAST SIMPLE
1. Yesterday I ________________________ (get up) at eight.
2.

I ________________________ (do) my homework on Saturday.

3.

I ________________________ (study) English for eight years.

4. We ________________________ (be) at the same school since 2009.
5. Our class ________________________ (go) on a school trip last weekend.
Illustrate the following:
Sorting trash

Fishing

Recycling

Playing loud music

Planting trees
Riding a bicycle

Dropping litter smoking

Turning off the lights

Throwing away batteries

Complete the Conditional Sentences Type I or II
1. If you (wash) ________the dishes, I (cook) _______ dinner tonight.
2. If she (study)________ harder, she (get)________ better marks.
3. If my dad (have) _________ time next week, we (paint) ________ my room.
4. You (learn)_________ a lot about American history if you (visit) _______ the exhibition.

5. If we (know)_______ more about history, we (be / not)________ afraid of the test.
6. If the weather (be / not)______ too bad tomorrow, we (play)________ golf.
7. I (go)___________jogging with Tom and Sue if they (be)__________ here this week.
8. It (surprise) _________ me if she (help / not)_________ you.

Write the definition of the following words:

a deforestation
b fumes
c solar panel
d carbon footprint
e pollution
write 5 stative and 5 dynamic verbs

Complete the sentences with your ideas.
a If I had more money, _____________________________________.
b I would be very sad if _____________________________________.
c If a saw a friend cheating, _____________________________________.

d If I could change anything about myself, _____________________________________.
e We’d save energy at school if _____________________________________.
3 Match the dilemmas with the solutions.
a A neighbor’s party is really loud.

I would call the fire department.

b A friend cheated on a test.

I would ask him to be quieter.

c You feel sick when you wake up.

I wouldn’t tell the teacher.

d The school cafeteria is full.

I wouldn’t go to school.

e There’s a big dog in your backyard.

I’d eat in the yard.

Write five sentences using past perfect:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

